A Model for Incorporating Principle-based Ethics in Any Curriculum
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Session Objectives

1. Assess where in a course curriculum can DFEI Principles naturally fit.
2. Select a component from the ETHICS model for enhancing ethics instructional approaches.
3. Conduct activities related to ethics education.
1. Of the eight Daniels Fund Ethics Initiative Principles, which are the most prevalent in your personal life or in your academic or professional practice?

2. Access the Padlet through the QR code to respond.
ETHICS Model Handout
ETHICS Model

E - Enhance awareness of the DFEI Collegiate Program
T - Teach each DFEI Principles
H - Handle controversial issues ethically
I - Incorporate ethically based instructional practice
C - Create universally designed learning experiences grounded in DFEI Principles
S - Share ethically based teaching and learning strategies
UCCS Participation in the Instructional Series

1. Self-enroll in the Canvas Ethically Based Teaching and Learning | DFEI Collegiate Program UCCS COB Course
   - Complete ETHICS Model component modules
   - Download resources or course-ready pages
   - Contribute resources, content, and activities

2. Summer enrollment in the FRC Universal Design for Learning Program
   - Apply for grant in April 2023
   - Choose the DFEI Collegiate Program at UCCS COB Tract
   - Plan, implement, measure, and share out ethically based strategy

Public Participation in the Instructional Series

Coming Soon

Enroll in Ethically Based Teaching and Learning | DFEI Collegiate Program from UCCS College of Business course.

- Complete ETHICS Model component modules
- Download resources or course-ready content
- Contribute resources, content, and activities